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American Society
of Law & Medicine

MEMBERSHIP
Membership in the Society is open to:
• Physicians, health care management professionals, dentists, pharmacists, nurses, social work-

ers, and others involved in health care delivery;
• Attorneys, legislators, administrators, and members of the judiciary concerned with medicolegal

claims and issues;
• Educators, researchers, insurers, and all other persons desirous of supporting the Society's goal

of continuing medicolegal education on a multi-disciplined basis;
• Students in graduate schools of the above professions;
• Professional organizations and corporations such as hospitals, foundations, professional

schools, pharmaceutical and medical device manufacturers, law firms, and insurance companies with interest in
medicolegal matters through discounted group membership status.

Regular membership dues are $60 per year; student dues are $28. As a non-profit tax-exempt
organization, membership dues and conference fees are tax-deductible for federal income tax purposes. Special
group membership rates are available for those interested in institutional membership in the Society so that a
variety of individuals within the same organization can receive MEDICOLEGAL NEWS and the AMERICAN
JOURNAL OF LAW & MEDICINE.

BENEFITS OF MEMBERSHIP
Members of the Society receive annual subscriptions to both of the Society's two quarterly

publications, the AMERICAN JOURNAL OF LAW & MEDICINE and MEDICOLEGAL NEWS; reduced registration fees at
all Society sponsored symposia and educational programs; no-charge access to the ASLM Book Purchase
Service which facilitates ordering of medical and legal texts; low charge photocopying service on materials
listed in the Medicolegal Reference Shelf section of MEDICOLEGAL NEWS; and access to a new medicolegal
library and information center now being established by the Society in the Boston area.

HOW TO APPLY
To request a membership application or further information on the Society, use the coupon below,

or send your name, organization, address, and your tax-deductible check to: Membership Office, American
Society of Law & Medicine, 454 Brookline Avenue, Boston, MA 02215.

Medieolegefl Mews AMERICAN
SOCIETY

Name O F LAW &
Address M E D I C I N E
City State Zip

• Please enroll me as a regular ($60.00) • student ($28.00) D member of the Society for the
year 1979. Membership includes subscriptions to both the AMERICAN JOURNAL OF LAW &
MEDICINE and MEDICOLEGAL NEWS.

Enclosed is my tax-deductible check for $
• Check here if you would like to be billed for membership.
• Please enter my subscription to MEDICOLEGAL NEWS. My check for $25.00, to cover an

annual subscription, is enclosed.
• Please send me more information about the American Society of Law & Medicine and its

educational conferences.
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PURPOSE
The American Society of Law & Medicine is a non-profit, tax-exempt professional society

comprised of physicians, attorneys, health care management executives, nurses, insurers, and others which
strives to promote effective and reasoned interaction between the many disciplines involved with the ever-
expanding interrelations of law, medicine, and health care. In furtherance of its goal of continuing medicolegal
education on a multi-disciplined basis, the American Society of Law & Medicine conducts a variety of
educational, publication, and award programs.

PROGRAMS AND ACTIVITIES
PUBLICATIONS:

The Society publishes two quarterly periodicals: the law-review modelled AMERICAN JOURNAL OF
LAW & MEDICINE, and MEDICOLEGAL NEWS , the latter of which includes news from the Society, original articles
on current medicolegal issues, and an unique bibliographic clearinghouse section devoted to current
medicolegal information from diverse sources arranged under a variety of subject headings.

AWARD PROGRAMS:
Each year the Society honors one or more persons who have distinguished themselves in the

medicolegal field with its Honorary Life Membership Award. Past recipients of the award include: Senator
Jacob K. Javits (R-N.Y.); Harvard Professor of Legal Medicine, William J. Curran; former United States
Congressman Paul G. Rogers; the Honorable Elliot L. Richardson; and Cyril H. Wecht, M.D., J.D.

Additionally, the annual John P. Rattigan Memorial Essay Competition awards cash prizes to
graduate students who have researched and written on a topic of current medicolegal import.

CONFERENCES AND SYMPOSIA:
Each year the Society sponsors and conducts a variety of local or national programs on issues

affecting law, medicine, insurance, and health care, many of which have been co-sponsored by some of the
nation's leading medical and legal organizations. The faculty for each conference includes a combination of
Society members knowledgeable in the specific substantive area plus nationally recognized experts. Recent
program subject topics include: Controversies in Law & Medicine; Forensic Medicine and Society; Legal
Controversies in Nursing; Legal Implications of Emergency Medical Care; Stress, Strain, Heart Disease, and
the Law; and Health Care Facility Labor Law.

AMERICAN SOCIETY
OF LAW & MEDICINE
454 Brookline Avenue
Boston, Massachusetts 02215
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IN THE FOREFRONT OF
MEDICOLEGAL KNOWLEDGE,

MEDICAL MALPRACTICE LAW,
SECOND EDITION
by ANGELA RODDEY HOLDER, LL.M., currently Counsel
for Medicolegal Affairs at Yale-New Haven Hospital, and
Lecturer in Pediatrics at the Yale University School of
Medicine. Member of the Bars of South Carolina and
Louisiana.
With a Foreword by Jay Katz, M.D., Professor (Adjunct) of
Law and Psychiatry, Yale Law School, New Haven, Con-
necticut.

"... In its field, this book is unequaled in scope and value to the physician as well
as the lawyer.. .The author has combined the treatise and casebook approach
with a thoroughly commendable result"— Journal of Medical Education, July
1976
Up-to-date coverage of malpractice topics which hold current public interest,
with over 2,000 actual cases integrated throughout.
For those who are asking.. .What is the relationship of the quality of life to the
patient's right to die? What is the government's stand on "informed consent" of
the patient for purposes of medical research? What rights does a minor have
regarding contraception? abortion? What should the physician know before
diagnosing child abuse? Have the medical and legal responsibilities of organ
transplantation been clearly defined?
1978 576 Pages $25.00

Also available, by the same author:

LEGAL ISSUES
IN PEDIATRICS
AND
ADOLESCENT
MEDICINE
with a Foreword by
Howard A. Pearson,
M.D., Professor and
Chairman, Department
of Pediatrics, Yale Uni-
versity School of Medi-
cine.

"Persons interested in the legal aspects
of the health care of minors will find this
an invaluable resource ... Ms. Holder
has done a masterful job in compiling an
extraordinarily comprehensive book..."
—The New England Journal of Medi-
cine, June, 1977
Covers such topics as adoption, child
abuse, child custody, the child as of-
fender, contraception, and abortion.

\ J 9 7 7 350 Pages $21.00

WILEYI
John Wiley & Sons, Inc.
605 Third Avenue
New York, NY 10016

FREE 10-DAY EXAMINATION
Place your order with your
medical/law book dealer, or send this
coupon to:
WILEY MEDICAL
John Wiley & Sons, Inc.
Box 513,Somerset, NJ 08873
In Canada: 22 Worcester Road

Rexdale, Ontario
Please send me the books checked below
for a free 10-day examination, and bill me
for the amount indicated plus postage and
handling.
D 1 03882-2 /Holder: Malpractice / $25.00
• 1 40612-0 / Holder: Pediatrics / $21.00

Name
Address
City
State/Zip
Prices are subject to change without notice and
are slightly higher in Canada. 513A3329-62/
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SUBMISSION OF ARTICLES

The Editors encourage the submission of manuscripts on a wide range of
medicolegal topics for publication in the JOURNAL. Acceptable subjects include
health law and policy; legal, ethical, social, and economic aspects of medical prac-
tice, education, and research; health-related insurance; and other important or
interesting subjects involving the relationship of the life sciences to the social
sciences and humanities. The JOURNAL is interdisciplinary. Contributions from
specialists in a variety of disciplines are welcomed. All materials should be sent to
the Editor-in-Chief, American Journal of Law & Medicine, Editorial Offices, 454
Brookline Avenue, Boston, Massachusetts 02215.

POLICY ON MULTIPLE SUBMISSION: The Editor-in-Chief receives manu-
scripts in the understanding that they have not simultaneously been submitted
elsewhere for consideration for publication.

GENERAL FORM: Manuscripts should be typewritten on one side of the paper
only, with triple spacing and liberal margins. Manuscripts should be submitted in
triplicate, i.e., an original and two carbon or Xerox copies. The title of the paper
and the author's name and address should be given on a covering sheet.

ABSTRACT: A short abstract (normally not exceeding 200 words) succinctly sum-
marizing the content of the manuscript should accompany the manuscript on a
separate sheet. If the paper is accepted, the abstract will be published along with
the manuscript.

REFERENCES: Footnotes to sources should be numbered consecutively, and
placed on triple spaced pages at the end of the text. All footnotes should conform
to A Uniform System of Citation (12th ed.), published and distributed by the Harvard
Law Review Association, Gannett House, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138. Non-
lawyers unfamiliar with this system should follow the citation form accepted in
their field and the Editors of the JOURNAL will make the appropriate modifications
if the paper is published.

ILLUSTRATIONS: Illustrations and tables accompanying manuscripts should be
numbered, provided with suitable legends, and marked lightly on the back with
the author's name. Authors should indicate on the manuscript the appropriate
positions of tables and text figures. Special arrangements must be made with the
Editor-in-Chief for color plates, elaborate tables, half-tone illustrations or extra
illustrations, drawings, and photographs.

PUBLICATION LANGUAGE: English.

SELECTION AND EDITING TIMETABLE: Receipt of manuscript will be ac-
knowledged within one week of receipt. Authors will be notified of the manuscript's
acceptance or rejection within one to three months, and accepted manuscripts will
be published within three to eight monthy of acceptance.

PROOFS AND AUTHOR OFFPRINTS: Because of time pressures, printer's
proofs of articles accepted for publication will not be made available to authors.
Thirty offprints of each article, enclosed in JOURNAL covers, will be distributed to
the author or divided among the authors if there are more than one. Orders for
additional offprints, for which a fee is charged, must be communicated at least
one month prior to publication.

RETURN OF MANUSCRIPTS: Upon request of the author and upon receipt of
a suitable envelope stamped with adequate postage, the Editor-in-Chief will return
to the author the original of any manuscript not accepted for publication..
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